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Facial Diagnosis of Cell Salt Deficiencies - David Card 2020-05-15
The condition of facial skin is a primary indicator of overall bodily health. Deficiencies in diet and
metabolism, together with disease conditions, are easily observed in the face, if one knows what to look for.
This book is about how to “read the face” to determine which essential cell salts (also known as tissue salts)
are lacking in the body. When a diagnosis is determined, the patient can then remedy that condition by
supplementing with the proper cell-salt. Cell salts (tissue salts) exist in every human body. These are the
inorganic biochemical elements found in the blood and tissues. They are the builders and the catalysts for
many essential processes. For example, most people may have heard of potassium chloride, but few realize
that it is a tissue salt (cell salt) essential to the digestive process. This salt unites with hydrogen to form
HCL (hydrochloric acid), aids in the production of bile, serves as an alkalizer, and helps in digestive enzyme
formation. Therefore, it is a dynamic component of health. Twelve cell salts were identified in the 1850s by
European scientists, and this knowledge was soon added to the materia medica of physicians and
practitioners throughout Europe. Today, homeopathic practitioners and naturopathic doctors in the United
States and other countries are beginning to revive the use of cell salt supplementation in successfully
treating a spectrum of disease conditions. This book instructs the practitioner, or the patient, in: How to
Read the Face: This book, complete with illustrations, guides the practitioner in what to look for in the face.
Such cues as skin color, condition of eyebrows, size and color of lips, musculature of the face, blemishes
and inflammations, the circles around or under the eyes, and many other characteristics, betray the
excesses and deficiencies at work in the body. How to Use Cell Salts: Detailed explanations are given to
each of the twelve cell salts, which interestingly correspond to the twelve signs of the zodiac. Extensive
lists are supplied of various disease or imbalance conditions that can be helped by cell salt
supplementation.
Managing Chronicity in Unequal States - Laura Montesi 2021-11-22
By portraying the circumstances of people living with chronic conditions in radically different contexts,
from Alzheimer’s patients in the UK to homeless people with psychiatric disorders in India, Managing
Chronicity in Unequal States offers glimpses of what dealing with medically complex conditions in stratified
societies means. While in some places the state regulates and intrudes on the most intimate aspects of
chronic living, in others it is utterly and criminally absent. Either way, it is a present/absent actor that
deeply conditions people’s opportunities and strategies of care. This book explores how individuals, groups
and communities navigate uncertain and unequal healthcare systems, in which inherent moral judgements
on human worth have long-lasting effects on people’s wellbeing. This is key reading for anyone wishing to
deconstruct the issues at stake when analysing how care and chronicity are entangled with multiple
institutional, economic, and other circumstantial factors. How people access the available informal and
formal resources as well as how they react to official diagnoses and decisions are important facets of the
management of chronicity. In the arena of care, people with chronic conditions find themselves negotiating
restrictions and handling issues of power and (inter)dependency in relationships of inequality and
proximity. This is particularly relevant in current times, when care has given in to the lure of the market,
and the possibility of living a long and fulfilling life has been drastically reduced, transformed into a
‘reward’ for the few who have been deemed worthy of it.
Material Feminisms - Stacy Alaimo 2008-01-02
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Harnessing the energy of provocative theories generated by recent understandings of the human body, the
natural world, and the material world, Material Feminisms presents an entirely new way for feminists to
conceive of the question of materiality. In lively and timely essays, an international group of feminist
thinkers challenges the assumptions and norms that have previously defined studies about the body. These
wide-ranging essays grapple with topics such as the material reality of race, the significance of sexual
difference, the impact of disability experience, and the complex interaction between nature and culture in
traumatic events such as Hurricane Katrina. By insisting on the importance of materiality, this volume
breaks new ground in philosophy, feminist theory, cultural studies, science studies, and other fields where
the body and nature collide.
The Occupied Clinic - Saiba Varma 2020-10-02
In The Occupied Clinic, Saiba Varma explores the psychological, ontological, and political entanglements
between medicine and violence in Indian-controlled Kashmir—the world's most densely militarized place.
Into a long history of occupations, insurgencies, suppressions, natural disasters, and a crisis of public
health infrastructure come interventions in human distress, especially those of doctors and humanitarians,
who struggle against an epidemic: more than sixty percent of the civilian population suffers from
depression, anxiety, PTSD, or acute stress. Drawing on encounters between medical providers and patients
in an array of settings, Varma reveals how colonization is embodied and how overlapping state practices of
care and violence create disorienting worlds for doctors and patients alike. Varma shows how occupation
creates worlds of disrupted meaning in which clinical life is connected to political disorder, subverting
biomedical neutrality, ethics, and processes of care in profound ways. By highlighting the imbrications
between humanitarianism and militarism and between care and violence, Varma theorizes care not as a
redemptive practice, but as a fraught sphere of action that is never quite what it seems.
Living Worth - Stefan Ecks 2022
Stefan Ecks explores depression and antidepressant uses in India to develop a theory of value that captures
both market worth and cultural and ethical norms.
The Palgrave Handbook of Sociocultural Perspectives on Global Mental Health - Ross G. White 2017-01-20
This handbook incisively explores challenges and opportunities that exist in efforts aimed at addressing
inequities in mental health provision across the globe. Drawing on various disciplines across the
humanities, psychology, and social sciences it charts the emergence of Global Mental Health as a field of
study. It critically reflects on efforts and interventions being made to globalize mental health policies, and
discusses key themes relevant for understanding and supporting the mental health needs of people living in
diverse socio-economical and cultural environments. Over three rich sections, the handbook critically
engages with Global Mental Health discourses. To help guide future efforts to support mental health and
wellbeing in different parts of the world, the third section of the handbook consists of case studies of
innovative mental health policy and practice, which are presented from a variety of different perspectives.
This seminal handbook will appeal to a transnational community of post-graduate students, academics and
practitioners, from global health to transcultural psychiatry and medical anthropology. It will be also of
interest to researchers and clinical practitioners, policy makers and non-governmental organisations
involved in cross-cultural mental health work.
Contesting Intersex - Georgiann Davis 2015-09-11
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"When sociologist Georgiann Davis was a teenager, her doctors discovered that she possessed XY
chromosomes, marking her as intersex. Rather than share this information with her, they withheld the
diagnosis in order to "protect" the development of her gender identity; it was years before Davis would see
her own medical records as an adult and learn the truth. Davis' experience is not unusual. Many intersex
people feel isolated from one another and violated by medical practices that support conventional notions of
the male/female sex binary which have historically led to secrecy and shame about being intersex. Yet, the
rise of intersex activism and visibility in the US has called into question the practice of classifying intersex
as an abnormality, rather than as a mere biological variation. This shift in thinking has the potential to
transform entrenched intersex medical treatment. In Contesting Intersex, Davis draws on interviews with
intersex people, their parents, and medical experts to explore the oft-questioned views on intersex in
medical and activist communities, as well as the evolution of thought in regards to intersex visibility and
transparency. She finds that framing intersex as an abnormality is harmful and can alter the course of one's
life. In fact, controversy over this framing continues, as intersex has been renamed a 'disorder of sex
development' throughout medicine. This happened, she suggests, as a means for doctors to reassert their
authority over the intersex body in the face of increasing intersex activism in the 1990s and feminist
critiques of intersex medical treatment. Davis argues the renaming of 'intersex' as a 'disorder of sex
development' is strong evidence that the intersex diagnosis is dubious. Within the intersex community,
though, disorder of sex development terminology is hotly disputed; some prefer not to use a term which
pathologizes their bodies, while others prefer to think of intersex in scientific terms. Although terminology
is currently a source of tension within the movement, Davis hopes intersex activists and their allies can
come together to improve the lives of intersex people, their families, and future generations. However, for
this to happen, the intersex diagnosis, as well as sex, gender, and sexuality, needs to be understood as
socially constructed phenomena." -- Publisher's description
Prozac as a Way of Life - Carl Elliott 2016-08-15
Prozac and its chemical cousins, Paxil, Celexa, and Zoloft, are some of the most profitable and most widely
used drugs in America. Their use in the treatment of a multitude of disorders--from generalized anxiety
disorder and premenstrual syndrome to eating disorders and sexual compulsions--has provoked a whirlwind
of public debate. Talk shows ask, Why is Prozac so popular? What, exactly, do these drugs treat? But
sustained critical discussion among bioethicists and medical humanists has been surprisingly absent. The
eleven essays in Prozac as a Way of Life provide the groundwork for a much-needed philosophical
discussion of the ethical and cultural dimensions of the popularity of SSRI antidepressants. Focusing on the
increasing use of medication as a means of self-enhancement, contributors from the fields of psychiatry,
psychology, bioethics, and the medical humanities address issues of identity enhancement, the elasticity of
psychiatric diagnosis, and the aggressive marketing campaigns of pharmaceutical companies. They do not
question the fact that these antidepressants can, in some cases, provide great benefit to alleviate real
suffering. What they do question is the abundant popularity of these drugs and that popularity's
relationship to American culture and ideas of selfhood. Contributors: Tod Chambers, Northwestern
University Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago David DeGrazia, George Washington University James C.
Edwards, Furman University Carl Elliott, University of Minnesota Center for Bioethics David Healy,
University of Wales College of Medicine Laurence J. Kirmayer, McGill University Peter D. Kramer, Brown
University Erik Parens, The Hastings Center Lauren Slater, AfterCare Services, Boston Susan Squier,
Pennsylvania State University Laurie Zoloth, Northwestern University Center for Genetic Medicine,
Chicago
Chemical Youth - Anita Hardon 2020-11-14
This open access book explores how young people engage with chemical substances in their everyday lives.
It builds upon and supplements a large body of literature on young people’s use of drugs and alcohol to
highlight the subjectivities and socialities that chemical use enables across diverse socio-cultural settings,
illustrating how young people seek to avoid harm, while harnessing the beneficial effects of chemical use.
The book is based on multi-sited anthropological research in Southeast Asia, Europe and the US, and
presents insights from collaborative and contrasting analysis. Hardon brings new perspectives to debates
across drug policy studies, pharmaceutical cultures and regulation, science and technology studies, and
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youth and precarity in post-industrial societies.
The Cultural Set Up of Comedy - Julie A. Webber 2013
How do various forms of comedy—including stand-up, satire, and film and television—transform
contemporary invocations of nationalism and citizenship in youth cultures? And how are attitudes about
gender, race, and sexuality transformed through comedic performances on social media? The Cultural Set
Up of Comedy seeks to answer these questions by examining comedic performances by Chris Rock and
Louis C.K., news parodies The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report, the role of satire in the
Arab Spring, and the groundbreaking performances by women in Bridesmaids. Breaking with the usual
cultural studies debates over how to conceptualize youth, the book instead focuses on the comedic cultural
and political scripts that frame them.
Critical Neuroscience - Suparna Choudhury 2016-08-08
Critical Neuroscience: A Handbook of the Social and Cultural Contexts of Neuroscience brings together
multi-disciplinary scholars from around the world to explore key social, historical and philosophical studies
of neuroscience, and to analyze the socio-cultural implications of recent advances in the field. This text’s
original, interdisciplinary approach explores the creative potential for engaging experimental neuroscience
with social studies of neuroscience while furthering the dialogue between neuroscience and the disciplines
of the social sciences and humanities. Critical Neuroscience transcends traditional skepticism, introducing
novel ideas about ‘how to be critical’ in and about science.
Rethinking Madness - Paris Williams 2014-06-19
As the research continues to accumulate, we find that the mainstream understanding of schizophrenia and
the other related psychotic disorders has lost virtually all credibility. We've learned that full recovery is not
only possible, but may actually be the most common outcome given the right conditions. Furthermore, Dr.
Paris Williams' own groundbreaking research, as mentioned in the New York Times, has shown that
recovery often entails a profound positive transformation. In Rethinking Madness, Dr. Williams takes the
reader step by step on a highly engaging journey of discovery, exploring how the mainstream
understanding of schizophrenia has become so profoundly misguided, while crafting a much more accurate
and hopeful vision. As this vision unfolds, we discover a deeper sense of appreciation for the profound
wisdom and resilience that lies within all of our beings, even those we may think of as being deeply
disturbed, while also coming to the unsettling realization of just how thin the boundary is between so called
madness and so called sanity.
The Sedated Society - James Davies 2017-01-23
This edited volume provides an answer to a rising public health concern: what drives the over prescription
of psychiatric medication epidemic? Over 15% of the UK public takes a psychiatric medication on any given
day, and the numbers are only set to increase. Placing this figure alongside the emerging clinical and
scientific data revealing their poor outcomes and the harms these medications often cause, their
commercial success cannot be explained by their therapeutic efficacy.Chapters from an interdisciplinary
team of global experts in critical psychopharmacology rigorously examine how pharmaceutical sponsorship
and marketing, diagnostic inflation, the manipulation and burying of negative clinical trials, lax medication
regulation, and neoliberal public health policies have all been implicated in ever-rising psychopharmaceutical consumption. This volume will ignite a long-overdue public debate. It will be of interest to
professionals in the field of mental health and researchers ranging from sociology of health, to medical
anthropology and the political economy of health.
A Disability of the Soul - Karen Nakamura 2013-06-13
Bethel House, located in a small fishing village in northern Japan, was founded in 1984 as an intentional
community for people with schizophrenia and other psychiatric disorders. Using a unique, community
approach to psychosocial recovery, Bethel House focuses as much on social integration as on therapeutic
work. As a centerpiece of this approach, Bethel House started its own businesses in order to create
employment and socialization opportunities for its residents and to change public attitudes toward the
mentally ill, but also quite unintentionally provided a significant boost to the distressed local economy.
Through its work programs, communal living, and close relationship between hospital and town, Bethel has
been remarkably successful in carefully reintegrating its members into Japanese society. It has become
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known as a model alternative to long-term institutionalization. In A Disability of the Soul, Karen Nakamura
explores how the members of this unique community struggle with their lives, their illnesses, and the
meaning of community. Told through engaging historical narrative, insightful ethnographic vignettes, and
compelling life stories, her account of Bethel House depicts its achievements and setbacks, its promises and
limitations. A Disability of the Soul is a sensitive and multidimensional portrait of what it means to live with
mental illness in contemporary Japan.
Governing Habits - Eugene Raikhel 2016-11-07
Critics of narcology—as addiction medicine is called in Russia—decry it as being "backward," hopelessly
behind contemporary global medical practices in relation to addiction and substance abuse, and assume
that its practitioners lack both professionalism and expertise. On the basis of his research in a range of
clinical institutions managing substance abuse in St. Petersburg, Eugene Raikhel increasingly came to
understand that these assumptions and critiques obscured more than they revealed. Governing Habits is an
ethnography of extraordinary sensitivity and awareness that shows how therapeutic practice and expertise
is expressed in the highly specific, yet rapidly transforming milieu of hospitals, clinics, and rehabilitation
centers in post-Soviet Russia. Rather than interpreting narcology as a Soviet survival or a local clinical
world on the wane in the face of globalizing evidence-based medicine, Raikhel examines the transformation
of the medical management of alcoholism in Russia over the past twenty years. Raikhel's book is more than
a story about the treatment of alcoholism. It is also a gripping analysis of the many cultural, institutional,
political, and social transformations taking place in the post-Soviet world, particularly in Putin's Russia.
Governing Habits will appeal to a wide range of readers, from medical anthropologists, clinicians, to
scholars of post-Soviet Russia, to students of institutions and organizational change, to those interested in
therapies and treatments of substance abuse, addiction, and alcoholism.
Trauma and Madness in Mental Health Services - Noël Hunter 2018-06-20
How do survivors of child abuse, bullying, chronic oppression and discrimination, and other developmental
traumas adapt to such unimaginable situations? It is taken for granted that experiences such as hearing
voices, altered states of consciousness, dissociative states, lack of trust, and intense emotions are
inherently problematic. But what does the evidence actually show? And how much do we still need to learn?
American Therapy - Jonathan Engel 2008
A comprehensive history of psychotherapy in the United States outlines the ways in which Freud's theories
are profoundly influencing mental health in America, in a chronicle that also covers such topics as
psychosurgery, Gestalt therapy, and psychopharmacology. 15,000 first printing.
Understanding Drugs Markets - Carine Baxerres 2021-07-27
Drawing on anthropology, historical sociology and social-epidemiology, this multidisciplinary book
investigates how pharmaceuticals are produced, distributed, prescribed, (and) consumed, and regulated in
order to construct a comprehensive understanding of the issues that drive (medicine) pharmaceutical
markets in the Global South today. Based on primary research conducted in Benin and Ghana, and
additional data collected in Cambodia and the Ivory Coast, this volume uses artemisinin-based combination
therapies (ACTs) against malaria as a central case study. It highlights the influence of the countries colonial
and post-colonial history on their models for state regulation, production, and distribution, explores the
determining role transnational actors as well as industries from the North but also and increasingly from
the South play in influencing local pharmaceutical markets and looks at the behaviour of health care
professionals and individuals. Stepping back, the authors then unpick the pharmaceuticalization process
and the multiple regulations at stake by looking at the workings of, and linkages between, (biomedical
health) pharmaceutical systems, (representatives of companies) industries, actors in private distribution,
and consumer practices. Providing a thorough comparative analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of
different pharmaceutical systems, it is an important contribution to the literature on pharmaceutalization
and the governance of medication. It is of interest to students, researchers and policy-makers interested in
medical anthropology, the sociology of health and illness, global health, healthcare management and
pharmacy. The Open Access version of this book, available at
http://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/9780429329517, has been made available under a Creative Commons
Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 license.
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Textbook of Cultural Psychiatry - Dinesh Bhugra 2018-04-05
Cultural psychiatry deals with the impact of culture on causation, perpetuation and treatment of patients
suffering with mental illness. The role of culture in mental illness is increasingly being recognised, and the
misconceptions that can occur as a result of cultural differences can lead to misdiagnoses, under or overdiagnosis. This second edition of the Textbook of Cultural Psychiatry has been completely updated with
additional new chapters on globalisation and mental health, social media and tele-psychiatry. Written by
world-leading experts in the field, this new edition provides a framework for the provision of mental health
care in an increasingly globalised world. The first edition of the Textbook of Cultural Psychiatry was
commended in the BMA Book Awards in 2008 and was the recipient of the 2012 Creative Scholarship
Award from the Society for the Study of Psychiatry and Culture.
Investigations in Modal and Tense Logics with Applications to Problems in Philosophy and
Linguistics - Dov M. Gabbay 2012-12-06
This book is intended to serve as an advanced text and reference work on modal logic, a subject of growing
importance which has applications to philosophy and linguistics. Although it is based mainly on research
which I carried out during the years 1969-1973, it also includes some related results obtained by other
workers in the field (see the refer ences in Part 7). Parts 0, 1 and 2, can be used as the basis of a one year
graduate course in modal logic. The material which they contain has been taught in such courses at
Stanford since 1970. The remaining parts of the book contain more than enough material for a second
course in modal logic. The exercises supplement the text and are usually difficult. I wish to thank Stanford
University and Bar-Han University for making it possible for me to continue and finish this work, and A.
Ungar for correcting the typescript. Bar-Ilan University, Israel Dov M. GABBA Y PART 0 AN
INTRODUCTION TO GENERAL INTENSIONAL LOGICS CHAPTER 0 CONSEQUENCE RELATIONS
Motivation We introduce the notions of a consequence relation (which is a generalization of the notion of a
logical system) and of a semantics. We show that every consequence relation is complete for a canonical
semantics. We define the notion of one semantics being Dian in another and study the basic properties of
this notion. The concepts of this chapter are generalizations of the various notions of logical system and
possible world semantics found in the literature.
Psychology and Race - Peter Watson 2017-09-05
Since the problems of race relations are worldwide, the international origins and perspectives of this
excellent and timely book are especially advantageous. More research has been done in the United States
than elsewhere on the psychology of race relations, so it is appropriate that a plurality of the chapters of
this book are by American authors--a stellar group that includes leading contributors to our contemporary
knowledge of the topic. Contributors from the English-speaking Commonwealth countries are next in
number, followed by authors from the United Kingdom, where race-related issues have only recently
become a salient concern of politics and social ethics. The editor has assigned topics to his carefully chosen
author-experts not by country or region, but by matching the expertise of each author against a need for
coherent analysis of the important aspects of aepsychology and race.'Psychology and Race is divided into
two major parts. The first half of the book looks at the interracial situation itself. The first section
concentrates on the majority or dominant group, and describes the development and measurement of racial
awareness and prejudice and techniques for reducing prejudice; the second section focuses on the
reactions of subordinate or minority groups; and the third deals with specific aspects of interpersonal
interaction-attitudes, behavior, and performance--when the people concerned are of different races. The
book also looks at those areas of life where race is relevant and where psychology can help in an
understanding of the situation.The scope of this volume, the distinction of its authors, and the hardheaded
sense of reality it brings to the discussion of these extremely complex issues will make it an invaluable
resource not only for teachers and students but also for everyone concerned in any way with this most
pressing issue of our times.
Depression and Personality Dysfunction - Guillermo de la Parra 2021-07-28
This book analyses the clinical interaction between depression and personality dysfunction to help
clinicians better understand and treat patients with complex depression. It proposes an innovative
perspective to clinical work that moves away from a disorder-centered approach to a person-centered
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approach by analysing complex depression through the lens of functional domains related to personality
functioning and applying Research Domain Criteria to diagnosis and treatment planning. By doing so, it
aims to contribute to the development of precision psychotherapy by applying the principles of precision
medicine to mental health care. The book is divided in two parts. Chapters in the first part review problems
in five domains of personality dysfunction that drive complex depressive presentations – identity, affect
regulation, self-other regulation, social dysfunction and self-criticism – and the neurobiological findings
underlying them. In the second part, authors present integrative models of depression and personality
dysfunction and their implications for diagnosis and treatment. Depression and Personality Dysfunction: An
Integrative Functional Domains Perspective is a scientific and clinical guide for the understanding and
treatment of patients with depression complicated by personality dysfunction. It will be a useful tool for
clinicians looking for resources to develop a more person-centered and evidence-based approach to mental
health care.
Hematologies - Jacob Copeman 2019-12-15
In this ground-breaking account of the political economy and cultural meaning of blood in contemporary
India, Jacob Copeman and Dwaipayan Banerjee examine how the giving and receiving of blood has shaped
social and political life. Hematologies traces how the substance congeals political ideologies, biomedical
rationalities, and activist practices. Using examples from anti-colonial appeals to blood sacrifice as a
political philosophy to contemporary portraits of political leaders drawn with blood, from the use of the
substance by Bhopali children as a material of activism to biomedical anxieties and aporias about the
excess and lack of donation, Hematologies broaches how political life in India has been shaped through the
use of blood and through contestations about blood. As such, the authors offer new entryways into thinking
about politics and economy through a "bloodscape of difference": different sovereignties; different
proportionalities; and different temporalities. These entryways allow the authors to explore the relation
between blood's utopic flows and political clottings as it moves through time and space, conjuring new
kinds of social collectivities while reanimating older forms, and always in a reflexive relation to norms that
guide its proper flow.
Beyond the Body Proper - Margaret M. Lock 2007
Over the past several decades, scholars in both the social sciences and humanities have moved beyond the
idea that there is a “body proper”: a singular, discrete biological organism with an individual psyche. They
have begun to perceive embodiment as dynamic rather than static, as experiences that vary over time and
across the world as they are shaped by discourses, institutions, practices, technologies, and ideologies.
What has emerged is a multiplicity of bodies, inviting a great many disciplinary points of view and modes of
interpretation. The forty-seven readings presented in this volume range from classic works of social theory,
history, and ethnography to more recent investigations into historical and contemporary modes of
embodiment. Beyond the Body Proper includes nine sections conceptually organized around themes such as
everyday life, sex and gender, and science. Each section is preceded by interpretive commentary by the
volume's editors. Within the collection are articles and book excerpts focused on bodies using tools and
participating in rituals, on bodies walking and eating, and on the female circumcision controversy, as well
as pieces on medical classifications, spirit possession, the commodification of body parts, in vitro
fertilization, and an artist/anatomist's “plastination” of cadavers for display. Materialist, phenomenological,
and feminist perspectives on embodiment appear along with writings on interpretations of pain and the
changing meanings of sexual intercourse. Essays on these topics and many others challenge Eurocentric
assumptions about the body as they speak to each other and to the most influential contemporary trends in
the human sciences. With selections by: Henry Abelove, Walter Benjamin, Janice Boddy, John Boswell,
Judith Butler, Caroline Walker Bynum, Stuart Cosgrove, Michel de Certeau, Gilles Deleuze, Alice Domurat
Dreger, Barbara Duden, Friedrich Engels, E. E. Evans-Pritchard, Judith Farquhar, Marcel Granet, Felix
Guattari, Ian Hacking, Robert Hertz, Patricia Leyland Kaufert, Arthur Kleinman, Shigehisa Kuriyama, Jean
Langford, Bruno Latour, Margaret Lock, Emily Martin, Karl Marx, Marcel Mauss, Maurice Merleau-Ponty,
Nancy K. Miller, Lisa Jean Moore, John D. O'Neil, Aihwa Ong, Mariella Pandolfi, Susan Pedersen, Gregory
M. Pflugfelder, Rayna Rapp, Nancy Scheper-Hughes, Kristofer Schipper, Matthew Schmidt, Peter
Stallybrass, Michael Taussig, Charis Thompson, E.P. Thompson, Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing, Victor Turner,
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Terence Turner, Jose van Dijck, Keith Wailoo, Brad Weiss, Allon White
Bad Souls - Elizabeth Anne Davis 2012-02-08
As part of the agreement for Greece to join the EU, the country had to undertake a massive psychiatric
reform, moving patients out of custodial hospitals and returning them to the community to be treated as
outpatients. In this subtle ethnography, Elizabeth Davis shows how this played out at the edge of the
nation, in the border region of Thrace.
Naturopathy in South India - Eva Jansen 2016-08-15
In Naturopathy in South India – Clinics between Professionalization and Empowerment Eva Jansen offers a
rich ethnographic account of current naturopathic thinking and practices, and examines its complex
history, multiple interpretations, and antagonisms.
Law and Time - Sian Beynon-Jones 2018-09-21
Research on law's relationship with time has flourished over the past decade. This edited collection aims to
put law and time scholarship into wider context, advancing conversations on time and temporalities
between socio-legal scholars, anthropologists, sociologists, geographers and historians. Through a diverse
range of contributions, the collection explores how legal modalities of time emerge and have effects within
wider clusters of social and political action. Themes include: law’s diverse roles in maintaining linear
historicist models of time; law’s participation in the materialisation of times; and the unsteady effects of
temporal pluralism and polytemporalities in law. De-naturalising the ‘time’ in law and time scholarship, this
collection positions time as something that can be enacted and materialised as well as experienced, with
distinct implications for questions of social justice.
The Movement for Global Mental Health - Claudia Lang 2021-03-30
In this volume, prominent anthropologists, public health physicians, and psychiatrists respond
sympathetically but critically to the Movement for Global Mental Health (MGMH), which seeks to export
psychiatry throughout the world. They question some of its fundamental assumptions: the idea that "mental
disorders" can clearly be identified; that they are primarily of biological origin; that the world is currently
facing an "epidemic" of them; that the most appropriate treatments for them normally involve psychopharmaceutical drugs; and that local or indigenous therapies are of little interest or importance for treating
them. Instead, the contributors argue that labeling mental suffering as "illness" or "disorder" is often highly
problematic; that the countries of South and Southeast Asia have abundant, though non- psychiatric,
resources for dealing with it; that its causes are often social and biographical; and that many nonpharmacological therapies are effective for dealing with it. In short, they advocate a thoroughgoing mental
health pluralism.
Against Health - Jonathan M. Metzl 2010-11-15
You see someone smoking a cigarette and say,“Smoking is bad for your health,” when what you mean is,
“You are a bad person because you smoke.” You encounter someone whose body size you deem excessive,
and say, “Obesity is bad for your health,” when what you mean is, “You are lazy, unsightly, or weak of will.”
You see a woman bottle-feeding an infant and say,“Breastfeeding is better for that child’s health,” when
what you mean is that the woman must be a bad parent. You see the smokers, the overeaters, the bottlefeeders, and affirm your own health in the process. In these and countless other instances, the perception
of your own health depends in part on your value judgments about others, and appealing to health allows
for a set of moral assumptions to fly stealthily under the radar. Against Health argues that health is a
concept, a norm, and a set of bodily practices whose ideological work is often rendered invisible by the
assumption that it is a monolithic, universal good. And, that disparities in the incidence and prevalence of
disease are closely linked to disparities in income and social support. To be clear, the book's stand against
health is not a stand against the authenticity of people's attempts to ward off suffering. Against Health
instead claims that individual strivings for health are, in some instances, rendered more difficult by the
ways in which health is culturally configured and socially sustained. The book intervenes into current
political debates about health in two ways. First, Against Health compellingly unpacks the divergent
cultural meanings of health and explores the ideologies involved in its construction. Second, the authors
present strategies for moving forward. They ask, what new possibilities and alliances arise? What new
forms of activism or coalition can we create? What are our prospects for well-being? In short, what have we
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got if we ain't got health? Against Health ultimately argues that the conversations doctors, patients,
politicians, activists, consumers, and policymakers have about health are enriched by recognizing that,
when talking about health, they are not all talking about the same thing. And, that articulating the
disparate valences of “health” can lead to deeper, more productive, and indeed more healthy interactions
about our bodies.
Ritual - Luc Sala 2014

the 20 best examples of the impact of UK research on development. See
http://www.ukcds.org.uk/the-global-impact-of-uk-research for further details.
Re-Visioning Psychiatry - Laurence J. Kirmayer 2015-07-29
Revisioning Psychiatry brings together new perspectives on the causes and treatment of mental health
problems. The contributors emphasize the importance of understanding experience and explore how the
brain, the person, and the social world interact to give rise to mental health problems as well as resilience
and recovery.
Making the DSM-5 - Joel Paris 2013-05-17
In 2013, the American Psychiatric Association published the 5th edition of its Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5). Often referred to as the “bible” of psychiatry, the manual only
classifies mental disorders and does not explain them or guide their treatment. While science should be the
basis of any diagnostic system, to date, there is no knowledge on whether most conditions listed in the
manual are true diseases. Moreover, in DSM-5 the overall definition of mental disorder is weak, failing to
distinguish psychopathology from normality. In spite of all the progress that has been made in neuroscience
over the last few decades, the psychiatric community is no closer to understanding the etiology and
pathogenesis of mental disorders than it was fifty years ago. In Making the DSM-5, prominent experts delve
into the debate about psychiatric nosology and examine the conceptual and pragmatic issues underlying the
new manual. While retracing the historic controversy over DSM, considering the political context and
economic impact of the manual, and focusing on what was revised or left unchanged in the new edition, this
timely volume addresses the main concerns of the future of psychiatry and questions whether the DSM
legacy can truly improve the specialty and advance its goals.
Eating Drugs - Stefan Ecks 2014
A Hindu monk in Calcutta refuses to take his psychotropic medications. His psychiatrist explains that just
as his body needs food, the drugs are nutrition for his starved mind. Does it matter how—or
whether—patients understand their prescribed drugs? Millions of people in India are routinely prescribed
mood medications. Pharmaceutical companies give doctors strong incentives to write as many prescriptions
as possible, with as little awkward questioning from patients as possible. Without a sustained public debate
on psychopharmaceuticals in India, patients remain puzzled by the notion that drugs can cure disturbances
of the mind. While biomedical psychopharmaceuticals are perceived with great suspicion, many nonbiomedical treatments are embraced. Stefan Ecks illuminates how biomedical, Ayurvedic, and homeopathic
treatments are used in India, and argues that pharmaceutical pluralism changes popular ideas of what
drugs do. Based on several years of research on pharmaceutical markets, Ecks shows how doctors employ a
wide range of strategies to make patients take the remedies prescribed. Yet while metaphors such as "mind
food" may succeed in getting patients to accept the prescriptions, they also obscure a critical awareness of
drug effects. This rare ethnography of pharmaceuticals will be of key interest to those in the anthropology
and sociology of medicine, pharmacology, mental health, bioethics, global health, and South Asian studies.
Moving Beyond Prozac, DSM, and the New Psychiatry - Bradley Lewis 2010-02-05
"Interesting and fresh-represents an important and vigorous challenge to a discipline that at the moment is
stuck in its own devices and needs a radical critique to begin to move ahead." --Paul McHugh, Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine "Remarkable in its breadth-an interesting and valuable contribution
to the burgeoning literature of the philosophy of psychiatry." --Christian Perring, Dowling College Moving
Beyond Prozac, DSM, and the New Psychiatry looks at contemporary psychiatric practice from a variety of
critical perspectives ranging from Michel Foucault to Donna Haraway. This contribution to the burgeoning
field of medical humanities contends that psychiatry's move away from a theory-based model (one favoring
psychoanalysis and other talk therapies) to a more scientific model (based on new breakthroughs in
neuroscience and pharmacology) has been detrimental to both the profession and its clients. This shift
toward a science-based model includes the codification of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders to the status of standard scientific reference, enabling mental-health practitioners to assign a tidy
classification for any mental disturbance or deviation. Psychiatrist and cultural studies scholar Bradley
Lewis argues for "postpsychiatry," a new psychiatric practice informed by the insights of poststructuralist
theory.

Lewis's Child and Adolescent Psychiatry - Andrés Martin 2007
Established for fifteen years as the standard work in the field, Melvin Lewis's Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry: A Comprehensive Textbook is now in its Fourth Edition. Under the editorial direction of Andrés
Martin and Fred R. Volkmar—two of Dr. Lewis's colleagues at the world-renowned Yale Child Study
Center—this classic text emphasizes the relationship between basic science and clinical research and
integrates scientific principles with the realities of drug interactions. This edition has been reorganized into
a more compact, clinically relevant book and completely updated, with two-thirds new contributing authors.
The new structure incorporates economics, diversity, and a heavy focus on evidence-based practice.
Numerous new chapters include genetics, research methodology and statistics, and the continuum of care
and location-specific interventions. A companion Website provides instant access to the complete, fully
searchable text.
Chinese Medicine and Healing - TJ Hinrichs 2013
In covering the subject of Chinese medicine, this book addresses topics such as oracle bones, the treatment
of women, fertility and childbirth, nutrition, acupuncture, and Qi as well as examining Chinese medicine as
practiced globally in places such as Africa, Australia, Vietnam, Korea, and the United States.
Integrating East Asian Medicine into Contemporary Healthcare E-Book - Volker Scheid 2011-10-24
Traditional East Asian healthcare systems have moved rapidly from the fringes of healthcare systems in the
West towards the centre over the past 50 years. This change of status for traditional medicines presents
their practitioners with both opportunities and challenges as the focus shifts from one of opposition
towards one of integration into biomedically dominated healthcare systems. Integrating East Asian
Medicine into Contemporary Healthcare examines the opportunities and challenges of integrating East
Asian medicine into Western healthcare systems from an interdisciplinary perspective. Volker Scheid and
Hugh MacPherson bring together contributions from acknowledged experts from a number of different
disciplines - including clinical researchers, Chinese Medicine practitioners, historians, medical
anthropologists, experts in the social studies of science, technology and medicine - to examine and debate
the impact of the evidence-based medicine movement on the ongoing modernization of East Asian
medicines. The book considers the following questions: •What are the values, goals and ethics implicit
within traditional East Asian medical practices? • What claims to effectiveness and safety are made by East
Asian medical practices? •What is at stake in subjecting these medical practices to biomedical models of
evaluation? • What constitutes best practice? How is it to be defined and measured? • What are the
ideologies and politics behind the process of integration of East Asian medical practices into modern health
care systems? • What can we learn from a variety of models of integration into contemporary healthcare?
Making Medicines in Africa - Maureen Mackintosh 2016-02-03
This book is open access under a CC-BY license. The importance of the pharmaceutical industry in SubSaharan Africa, its claim to policy priority, is rooted in the vast unmet health needs of the sub-continent.
Making Medicines in Africa is a collective endeavour, by a group of contributors with a strong African and
more broadly Southern presence, to find ways to link technological development, investment and industrial
growth in pharmaceuticals to improve access to essential good quality medicines, as part of moving
towards universal access to competent health care in Africa. The authors aim to shift the emphasis in
international debate and initiatives towards sustained Africa-based and African-led initiatives to tackle this
huge challenge. Without the technological, industrial, intellectual, organisational and research-related
capabilities associated with competent pharmaceutical production, and without policies that pull the
industrial sectors towards serving local health needs, the African sub-continent cannot generate the
resources to tackle its populations' needs and demands. Research for this book has been selected as one of
eating-drugs-psychopharmaceutical-pluralism-in-india
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Depression in Kerala - Claudia Lang 2018-06-18
This book examines depression as a widely diagnosed and treated common mental disorder in India and
offers a significant ethnographic study of the application of a traditional Indian medical system (Ayurveda)
to the very modern problem of depression. Based on over a year of fieldwork, it investigates the Ayurvedic
response to the burden of depression in the Indian state of Kerala as one of the key processes of the local
appropriation or glocalization of depression. More broadly, Lang considers: What happens with the
category of depression when it leaves the West and travels to South Asia? How is depression appropriated
in a South Asian society characterized by medical pluralism? She explores on the level of ideas, institutions
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and materialities how depression interacts with and changes local worlds, clinical practice and knowledge
and subjectivities. As depression travels from ‘the West’ to South India, its ontology, Lang argues,
multiplies and thus leads to what she calls ‘depression multiple’.
Pharmocracy - Kaushik Sunder Rajan 2017-03-03
Kaushik Sunder Rajan traces the structure and operation of what he calls pharmocracy a concept
explaining the global hegemony of the multinational pharmaceutical industry. He outlines pharmocracy's
logic in two case studies from contemporary India to demonstrate the stakes of its intersection with health,
politics, democracy, and global capital."
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